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RICK REVIEWS THE PRO BOAT 
BLACKJACK 29 RTR FE CATAMARAN

POWERPLUG

AUTHOR: RICK EYRICH  riciric99@tampabay.rr.com USA

of the vessel by a thick bead of white sealant and this creates a 

very strong, flex-free hull. Another Pro Boat feature found on the 

hull is the secondary/inner canopy lid, which is designed to prevent 

water from getting past the main hatch cover and into the boat’s 

on-board power/control components.

POWER LAYOUT

At first glance this updated version of the catamaran’s brushless 

motor/speed controller set-up may look like its predecessor; 

but there have been some major changes done to this cat’s 

power system. Instead of the 1500 kV BL motor and 45 amp 

ESC combination found in the original Miss Geico, the Blackjack 

29 comes with a 1800 kV motor and an 80 amp controller unit. 

Both water-cooled, these power components are joined together 

with big bullet connectors and the ESC’s battery leads are also 

equipped with bullet-type ends as well. What you can attach to 

these ends will indicate just how competition ready the Blackjack 

hull is as the specifications detail that up to a 6S LiPo battery 

set-up is usable in the RTR boat. For the hardcore fast electric 

W
hen your MMI scribe first became aware of this fast 

electric catamaran, it only took a single sentence in 

its release statement to make me really want to test 

out this Pro Boat design. Looking at the boat’s description on the 

Horizon Hobby online catalogue my eye caught the portion that 

stated that the Blackjack 29 was, and I quote, “Designed to be 

competition-ready out of the box.” Of course words like this have 

been used to portray any number of other powered R/C marine 

craft; however, once you go over this RTR hull’s specifications, it’s 

easy to understand why this cat hull is unique.

THE HULL

Based on the manufacturer’s Miss Geico catamaran this 

fibreglass composite hull has a completely different outer 

appearance to its lizard cousin. Sporting a bright red/orange finish 

and an equally bold vinyl graphics package, the 29 inch long catboat 

looks the part and this carries over to its inner structure as well. 

As is standard with the current series of Pro Boat power craft, the 

Blackjack 29’s plywood stringer/framework is secured to the inside 

Sporting both a new BL motor and speed controller the cat hull’s 

inner spaces can now accept up to 6S LiPo cell technology and 

the boat’s long battery trays will allow you to mount your packs 

right on the 29’s C of G

With the right battery set-up in place, the cat hull’s 1800 kV 

motor can propel the marine craft at speeds approaching 50 mph 

which means this arrangement will be limited to those boaters 

with really fast electric experience

Updated in both its outer looks and inner performance the Blackjack 29 catamaran is based on the 

Pro Boat Miss Geico FE hull; however, this version has a much more potent power package on-board
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DRIVE NOTES

Following the same idea of providing a competition-grade boat 

straight from its kit box, the Blackjack 29 relies on a direct drive/

flex-cable power shaft that spins the included two-blade stainless-

steel propeller. An adjustable strut guides the prop shaft from the 

stuffing tube, and the strut and its mounting bracket are anodized 

to help prevent corrosion. On the motor end of the flex cable you’ll 

enthusiast, this is a big jump in on-board battery capacity and this 

is probably why the power craft’s ESC leads are HD bullet ends. 

Depending on your choice of battery power, Pro Boat has included 

their popular programming card to set the speed controller to your 

personal preferences; plus, the ESC itself has a built-in LiPo/NiMH 

switch should the boater decide to use different cell types in the 

catamaran’s power system.

Equipped with the correct ESC hook-up connectors the twin 

Dynamite LiPo packs were used for this review; plus, NiMH 

packs can also power the cat hull by simply flipping a switch on 

the ESC unit

Another change from the Miss Geico to the Blackjack 29 is its 

included radio system which now sports the Spektrum logo on 

both the pistol Tx and the on-board MR200 receiver unit

These bright blue wire connectors are the Dynamite style bullet 

plug found on the Blackjack 29’s speed controller leads and it’s 

possible to adapt these connectors to whatever suitable NiMH or 

LiPo cell packs the boater has access to

Made up from thick aluminium stock the transom’s prop strut/

rudder assembly place both components in clean water, which 

improves both the boat’s forward thrust and turning action
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find a clamp-style drive coupler affixed to the armature shaft and 

two regular open-end wrenches will easily let the modeller remove 

the cable assembly for servicing. Overall, the cat hull’s entire 

driveline is simple to maintain once you’ve properly sharpened 

and balanced the stainless prop, which means only doing a regular 

cleaning/re-greasing of the flex shaft as required between days at 

the pond.

TRANSOM COMPONENTS

Like most FE catamarans, the Blackjack’s total usable transom 

area is small compared to other hull designs; so, everything is 

tightly mounted to the boat’s stern area. Bolted directly to the strut 

bracket, the Blackjack 29’s rudder set-up also provides cooling 

water to the vessel’s motor and ESC unit. Running in clean water, 

the rudder also benefits from the hull’s extended transom plate, 

which gives the hull an excellent pivoting ability. Situated on the 

outboard left sponson the cat’s drain plug makes it a simple task 

to remove any water after running in rough water conditions. High-

duty Allen-head fasteners are used throughout the strut/rudder 

attachment points and the rudder shaft rides on a bushed/Teflon 

washered guide to ensure a smooth action between the aluminium 

blade and its control linkage.

CONTROL PACKAGE

In keeping with the manufacturer’s line-up of RTR vessels, the 

Blackjack 29 comes equipped with a Spektrum 2.4 GHz surface 

radio system fully installed in the boat. This Spektrum pistol-style 

DX2E transmitter has both trim and rate knobs in easy reach while 

you’re running the boat. Matched to the Tx unit is a Spektrum 

MR200 two-channel receiver and this BEC Rx can handle any battery 

voltage input from your NiMH or LiPo packs. Mounted to the inner 

hull structure by a ply bracket is the Spektrum rudder servo, which 

is a digital, high-torque unit capable of handling the rudder’s action at 

high speed and at maximum pivoting angles. To manage the control 

package the MR200 Rx demands the same radio binding procedure 

done on Spektrum systems; however, once this binding chore is 

complete I found that there weren’t any control/signal glitches 

encountered during the cat hull’s entire MMI testing program.

ODDS AND ENDS

After removing the Pro Boat catamaran from its kit box, the boater 

will also find a separate box that holds the transmitter unit, a bag 

containing the pre-cut/sealed hull stand parts and enough paper 

manuals to guide you through the FE boat’s set-up and running 

procedures. Assembling the interlocking ply hull platform took no 

time after which they were secured together with some 15-minute 

cure time epoxy. Removing the stainless-steel propeller for its 

sharpening/balancing work only required an 8 mm wrench and 

within a couple of hours the prepared blade was back in place on 

the drive shaft. Going over all of the metal fasteners inside the hull 

and on the transom was then done and none were found loose from 

the factory. A drop or two of a light oil was added to the brushless 

motor’s shaft ends and the shaft coupler was checked for tightness 

and alignment with the stuffing tube as well.

Now with the bulk of the marine craft’s pre-run duties carried-out 

the next step would involve placing/attaching the twin LiPo battery 

in the hull’s sponson area ply racks, which featured multiple slots if 

you prefer to use Velcro straps to retain the batteries. One minor 

problem that the inexperienced R/C boater might not pick up in 

the vessel owner’s guidebook is where to situate the battery packs 

in regard to the boat’s centre of gravity; so, I used an old, yet 

affective, method to determine where the LiPos would be initially 

affixed in the hull. Using nothing more than a good tape measure, 

some masking tape and a fine-tip marker your scribe figured (with 

his poor maths skills) the cat hull’s C of G location as small pieces 

of the tape, on either side of the deck, indicated the point. Placing 

the packs (minus any Velcro material) on the inner trays you can 

then lift the boat on the C of G marks and move the packs fore or 

aft until you balance the hull and then place the hook-and-loop to 

secure the batteries inside the vessel.

With the wide array of available NiMH/LiPo packs at your hobby 

dealer, the modeller will have to adjust the amount of Velcro 

material to retain each pack; plus, you might want to also wrap an 

extra loop of Velcro to ensure that the cells stay in place. The other 

big consideration with your batteries will be that the 29’s speed 

controller comes with what’s called ‘EC3’ connectors which means 

that the purchaser of the RTR FE boat will have to convert his/her 

battery wires to this type of connector. Your options in this area 

would be to make your own connector-to-connector adapters or 

solder on new plugs to suit the battery/ESC wires. I’m not a big fan 

of using adapters as they can cut down the amount of current that 

the boat receives from the cells; so, if possible, you should either 

add the EC3 plugs or a pair of race-style bullet connectors suitable 

for the large gauge battery/ESC wires. Luckily for your scribe two 

Dynamite Speedpack 5200 mAh LiPo battery packs were available 

and these 50C discharge packs easily fit both the controller and the 

29’s ample battery-mounting locations.

LAKESIDE FEEDBACK

As always, following the Spektrum radio’s binding procedure and 

a suitable shoreline radio range check, the Pro Boat catamaran was 

buttoned up and ready for its first test run.

Swinging its metal prop, the Blackjack reacted quickly upon 

the application of the throttle and planed out very quickly. Ultra 

stable due to its wide stance the vessel’s ample speed was easy 

to control via the transmitter and after only a couple of minutes 

Since some suitable grease will be required to lubricate the 

catboat’s drive cable, stuffing tube and prop strut bushings, the 

modeller can rely on the Pro Boat Grease Gun to provide the 

necessary lube for the 29’s drive line

In the event the modeller desires to alter the ESC’s settings 

the included programming module can be joined to the motor 

controller to adjust its cut-off voltage, cut-off type and its motor 

timing/throttle curve profiles
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worth of battery time I decided to check out how the cat hull would 

turn at high speeds. In many cases race bred fast electric boats 

have a tendency to only pilot well to the right; but, the updated Pro 

Boat hull was equally capable of turning to the left and did it under 

high throttle situations. Another tendency sometimes associated 

with fast catamarans is that they are inclined to slide as they turn; 

however, I didn’t notice this trend with the Blackjack 29. With the 

relatively ‘mild’ LiPo packs mounted in the boat the first test run 

of the cat hull yielded ten minutes of run time and the speed was 

definitely higher than I encountered with the original Geico version 

of boat.

During subsequent runs of the 29 there were no glitches seen 

and nothing came loose or broke inside or outside of the cat hull. 

Re-greasing the easily accessed drive cable made up the bulk of 

the Blackjack’s between run duties and for this chore your reviewer 

used the unique Pro Boat Marine Grease Gun unit which comes 

with a large tube of Lithium anti-sling grease. Only a small amount 

of the Pro Boat grease is required to lubricate both the strut 

bushings and the flex-cable/stuffing tube; so, you’ll be able to get 

many drive line services out of the gun before having to pick up a 

replacement tube of grease. Overall, the only change I made over 

the course of the Blackjack’s testing period was to add the before 

mentioned loops of Velcro material around the battery/tray slot 

locations and this was done after I’d determined that with this FE 

boat’s speed and cornering abilities some extra cell holding material 

might be a good way to avoid having a loose pack inside the hull.

REVIEW WRAP-UP

Having tested both versions of this Pro Boat RTR catamaran, I’m 

impressed that this manufacturer has taken such a big step in how 

much performance you can achieve with the same basic hull design. 

In the future I hope to run the Blackjack 29 with its maximum output 

6S LiPo cell technology on-board which would definitely put this 

power craft in full race mode! MMI

TIP OF THE MONTH

Pro Boat RTR Blackjack 29 FE BL Catamaran

Length: 762 mm

Beam: 279 mm

Radio: Spektrum DX2E 2.4 GHz Marine, MR200 receiver

Motor/ESC: Dynamite 1800 kV/80 amp 6S compatible SC

Support: www.horizonhobby.co.uk

Equally happy to turn at high speed, in either direction, the RTR 

Blackjack 29 is fast, stable and easy to maintain between outings 

at the local pond


